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ver the years, the Federal Reserve has developed
statement since 1994. In the early 1990s, the statements
numerous communication tools aimed at increasing
ranged from about 50 to 200 words, with reading grade
transparency.1 One tool in particular has evolved
levels from 9 to 14. (That is, they were accessible to indisignificantly—post-meeting statements by the Federal Open
viduals with an education ranging from the first year of
Market Committee (FOMC), the body within the Federal
high school to two years beyond high school.)
Reserve in charge of setting monetary policy. The FOMC
During Federal Reserve Chair Alan Greenspan’s tenure,
began releasing these statements in February 1994. Initially,
which lasted until January 2006, FOMC statements averthe statements provided a brief summary of policy decisions
aged 210 words with a reading grade level of 14. The stateand were released only if there was a change in the policy
ments continued on this track with Chair Bernanke from
stance. Since the May 1999 meeting, the FOMC has issued
March 2006 until the end of 2008, when they started to
a statement after every regularly scheduled meeting.2 Today,
change dramatically with the onset of the financial crisis
the statement details the FOMC’s
views on the current and future
state of the economy, current policy
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choices, and the likely course of
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future policy decisions.
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ments, which could unsettle financial
markets if they are too difficult to
17
understand.3 To analyze the clarity
15
of FOMC statements, we use the
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level index,
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a readability measure based on
education grade levels. The index
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combines two measures of text
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complexity—average word length
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and average sentence length—to
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generate a reading level that corresponds to a U.S. grade level or the
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text.4
NOTE: Reading grade-level calculated by ETS TextEvaluator SM; https://texteval-pilot.ets.org/TextEvaluator/.
The figure shows the reading
SOURCE: FOMC post-meeting statements: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System;
grade level (bubble height) and the
http://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomccalendars.htm and
http://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomc_historical.htm.
length (bubble size) of each FOMC
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and the beginning of so-called unconventional monetary
policy.5 By January 2009, the statements were over 400
words with reading grade levels around 16.
Under Chair Yellen, the FOMC issued five statements
from March to September 2014. All five exceeded 800 words
and had reading grade levels of 18 or 19, suggesting that
readers would require an education level of about three
years beyond a four-year college degree to understand them.

NOTES
1

For a historical description of the various FOMC communication tools, see
http://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomc_historical.htm.
2 Wynne
3

(2013).

Gomes (2013).

4

See Flesch (1948) and Kincaid et al. (1975). A higher reading grade level
indicates a text is more difficult to read because it contains longer words or
longer sentences, not because of ambiguity or less-familiar words.

5 In the December 2008 statement, the Federal Reserve established the current

FOMC statements have grown
more complicated since the onset
of unconventional monetary policy.

0 to 0.25 percent target range for the federal funds rate and began its first
round of quantitative easing.
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The original version of this Economic Synopses essay, published October 31,
2014, included an incorrect reading grade level (14) for the September 17
FOMC statement. The corrected value (19) is shown in the figure.
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